Synapse
Data Migration and
Modernization Workshop

Register Now
Register now, and our scheduling team will reply to setup a
One-on-One session with you and our team of experts.

Strategy and plan for data transformation using Azure Synapse
As People Tech, we have taken a big bet on Azure Data
Management and Azure Synapse and are working with
Microsoft leveraging funding options to implement solutions
for our customers.

People Tech’s Microsoft Azure Cloud service offerings are
designed to meet unique and changing requirements.

People Tech Group: a Microsoft Solution Partner, is a leading global professional service company with over 2000 professionals
and industry specialists. With our Team of Microsoft Certiﬁed Professionals, People Tech is committed to high business
standards, and our partner

Synapse expertise & capabilities

15+ years of
Microsoft relationship

Strategic go-to-market
partner for Data and AI
implementation

100+ trained Big Data Specialists

Vendor for Microsoft product
engineering teams in Seattle
(access to product teams)

Early adopters and a Microsoft go-to partner for
validating new technologies

200+ Microsoft
certiﬁed experts

People Tech works directly with the Microsoft
Synapse Product team
One of few select partners allowed to work on and
conceptualize Azure Synapse – Doing extensive
product testing

Microsoft Partner for
Microsoft funded technology
POCs

23+
Co-sell solutions on
Azure Marketplace

Microsoft chose us because of our deep
knowledge of Big Data Analytics space
Managed 1-2 Terabytes of MS Production Data for
developing Synapse
Addressed signiﬁcant product defects, and we have been
instrumental in streamlining Azure Synapse.

Who can be beneﬁted
Data Engineers
Data Architects
Business Analysts

Data can be used for Transforming your Business
Data Platform Modernization

Why migrate to Azure synapse analytics?
Deep integration with Azure Big Data ecosystem
Achieve industry-leading performance and optimize resource capability
Optimize your investment- use the compute you need when you need it
Bring data integration, data warehousing & big data analytics together

Product/Program Managers

Quickly move the computing resources up and down as required

VP infrastructure support

Secure data with the most advanced security and privacy features

Outcome Of the workshop
Get valuable insights from resources shared during the session
Accurate knowledge to choose the exemplary architecture for the platform
Best practices to create scalable, cost-optimized architecture using Synapse
Mapping of analytics use cases according to your business challenges
Detailed roadmap of the migration process, including pre- and post-migration scenarios
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